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Question 1 [2+ J + 5 = 10 marks]

a) Distinguish between the following two s atemeni c,
(i) Two stales S, and Sj of a finite state machine are equivalent.

(ii) Two slates S, and Sj of a finite st.ar e machine are compatible

b) For the incompletely specified machine shown in Table l.

(i) Draw the merger graph and the compatibilitv graph.
(ii) Determine a minimum-state reduced machine containing 1 he original one.

Table 1:
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c) Analyze the sequential circuit below as a finite state machine. that is, write the next-
state and output equations, and then derive the state diagram
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Question 2 [r; ..l- '2+ 2 = 10 marks]

a) Begin wit l: lile grammar:

5 ~ .'15BjE, A ~ aA5ja, B ~ Sb5jAjbb

(i) Eliminate (- productions. Explain the working procedure of this algorit hm.

(ii) Elimina (' am' unit productions ill the resulting grammar. Explain briefly how
this <1lgorilhlll works

b) Prove or disprove: The following grammar is no ambiguous (5 is t 11(' ,.;tar symbol, 5
and ,-\ are non-tr-rminals, while a and bare terminals):

S ~ SASja, A ~ ASAjb

c) Give an example of inherent ly ambiguous language. Design a COil ext-free grammar
for your language.

Question 3 [6 + 4 = 10 marks]

a) Le .\/ = (Q. L. r.6. Go.F) he a pushdown automaton.

(i) Define the language LJ(M) accepted by M by final state. Con, true a pushdown
automaton .\1' such tha L(M') = LJ(M).

(ii) Define the language L«(M) accepted by M by empty store. Construct a pushdown
automa on .\/' such that L(M') = L«(M).

b) Construct a PDA accepting the language L = {a"b31ljn :::: I} by final state.

Question 4 [3 + 5 + 2 = 10 marks]

a) State Bar-Hillel's Pumping Lemma for CFLs and use it to show the language
{on1 n@1l1njn ::::O} is not context-free.

b) Consider the following L\\'0 languages:
L[ = {a"b21c1njm. n 2: O}
L2 = {a"b1nc2mjm.1l 2: O}

(i) Show that each of these languages is context free by giving grammars for each.

(ii) Is LI n L2 a CFL? .lustify your answer.

c) If M, is a DFA and /1.12 is <'1 PDA then define a PDA M such hat /-(.\1) = L(Md n
L(M2)'

--P.T.O.--



Question 5 [6 + 4 = 10 marks]

a) Let G be a Cf'C given by the following product ions (5 is a non-tvrmin.il: all 01 her
symbols (u, +. *, cle.) are terminals).

5 -t S5 /55 * /a

(i) Construct an equivalent grammar in Chomsky Normal Form (C\"!-'i

(ii) Use CYI\ algorithrn to fill in the following table of 1/;/s (symbolc. !J;\\t' t hei:: usual
significanc ) for the string aaa + *.

a

i-t
a a + *

1
) 2

3
-1
5

Hence determine whether the string is in L(G).

(iii) What is the computing time of CYK algorithm?

b) Convert the PDA P = ({qo, q., q2}, {a, b}, {X, Zo}, 6, qo, Zo, q2) of Figure I to all equiv-
alent CFG.

St.1n ~ _

(J
a.2Q/XZo
a, xrxx

b, Xlf

Figure 1:
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